
For every audience attribute that you include, the audience size will decrease.

For every selection you make within an attribute, the audience size will
increase. For example, selecting multiple companies, your audience size will
increase as your target audience only needs to match one of these selections.
Having more selections within an attribute will help to broaden your audience.

For every audience attribute and selection that you exclude, your audience
size will decrease. For example, if you exclude several job functions,
members matching any of those job functions will not be included in your
target audience.

As you’re setting up your targeting options, there are a few things to keep in mind:
 

 

 

 

TIPS ON AUDIENCE BUILDING

AD FORMAT
The options show in the image to the right are the
varieties LinkedIn offers for a sponsored campaign.
Like Facebook, LinkedIn offers the Single Image,
Single Video, and Carousel (multiple image) ad
formats.
 
Once you make your selection, a pop up window
will NOT appear where you can select content. You
will do this later. 
 
 BUDGET & SCHEDULE

Keep in mind, as a rule of thumb, LinkedIn advertising is
MORE expensive than Facebook advertising. Therefore it is
normal to not receive the same results on both platforms for
a fixed budget.
 
Though advertising on LinkedIn is more expensive, you are
able to reach the exact companies you are after, and use
targeting attributes unavailable on the Facebook Ads
Manager platform.
 
On the next page, we will discuss the options given by
LinkedIn for this section.
 
 

NOTE: View this section on
the right to see how the
attributes chosen affect your
reach in real time.

Keep on 'Automated bid' unless
trained otherwise

CONVERSION TRACKING
Learn about setting up conversion events with the LinkedIn Insight Tag further in this guide on Page 22.



 
 
HOW DOES THE BUDGET AFFECT WHO SEES MY AD? HOW DOES THIS WORK?
 
Ads are shown to users after an auction of sorts that is run behind the scenes in cyber space. You may have
noticed 'Bidding' mentioned on Facebook ad creation, and this phrase is also used here. Each time we refresh our
home pages this auction is run and WE are the items. How many paddles go up in interest of someone seeing an
ad will determine how high the winning bid is. This explains why in larger markets (New York, LA, etc) the cost to
reach a 21+ year old woman who likes Joanna Gaines and Wine will check off a lot of boxes for other advertisers-
who likely have more money to spend and will beat you out to have that person see their ad over yours.
 
This reasoning is why we encourage the use of data driven audiences. By creating a 'custom audience' of users
who have self selected themselves by engaging with your company page, you move up higher in their perceived
propensity to enjoy or relate to your content, therefore giving you an 'up' in the auction to achieve them at a lower
cost.
 
Social platforms do not want to show us ads we don't like. Regardless if we click and buy that thing we saw on
Instagram matters less to them than if we click to 'hide the ad'. If users stopped seeing relevant ads-for example I
began seeing ads for nursing homes-then the platform's members would exit due to annoyance and the
advertising dollars would dwindle.
 
Now on to your choices...
 
Unlike Facebook, LinkedIn allows for both a daily budget AND a lifetime budget. 
 
Daily Budget: When a campaign is set to a daily budget, the platform will stop showing the ad once you reach
your spend threshold for a specific day. This means that if you wish to spend $5 a day for 30 days, you can be
sure that the ad will run for those 30 days, and will be at or around $5 each day*. 
 
This type of budget is best for long standing ads that promote brand awareness.The downside to limiting yourself
to a daily spend means missing out on potential targeted audience members who could see that ad if you’ve
already reached your budget for the day. 
 
*LinkedIn Note: There may be a short period of time after your budget is reached when your ads continue to
display. You will be charged for clicks or impressions that are delivered during that time up to 20% beyond your
daily budget.
 
Lifetime Budget: Selecting a Lifetime Budget is the best option if you wish to get your ad to as many people in
your audience as quickly as possible. You set your auction limit and the platform goes to bat for you in an attempt
to win as many individuals in your target audience as your budget allows. Once the platform spends your budget,
your ad will stop running.
 
With LinkedIn allowing for both a Daily and a Lifetime budget you can have the peace of mind that knowing that
your ad will not spend more than your allotted daily amount, but also will not exceed a certain overall budget.
 
 
 
 


